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This book is short and to the point and very easy to read. If you or someone you know is having a

struggle with a besetting sin or just want more understanding, this is a must read for us all. God is

giving this out from His servant Brother Dave to help others get better insight on the war of sin &

self.

Outstanding look at the inner struggle with sin and how for the Christian to have permanent victory.

I've read many books but this one helped me more than any other. Wilkerson explains the

difference between our past and our future, belief and faith, and how to change our lives when we

had failed at everything else. A must read for anyone struggling with sin who wants to be free.

I have wanted (and at times actually have) given up on Jesus Christ and this book encourages us to

seek God. Thank God he has not given up on me nor has he given up on you.If we will repent and

turn fully to Jesus, he will forgive our sins and heal us. What a precious reminder of that promise

that comes to mind when I think of this book.

Dave Wilkerson is RIGHT ON! In this little book, Dave summarizes our dilemma with sin and



wonderfully presents the 2 (two) aspects of God's plan of salvation; salvation from the final penalty

of sin and freedom from the prison of long term addictive sin.

This is a great short book by Wilkerson---author of "The Cross & the Switchblade" [if you don't own

it or haven't read it, get it!]Deals with victory over sin, easy 2 read, useful for both new believers &

those with experience in the faith.Fun at times, good foundation, gives renewed *HOPE*, ----a

*MUST* read for anyone struggling. [which is most if not all of us if we're honest]Book can be tough

at first---stick with it---gets better at the end. :-)

I like the fact that God is not in the sin-plucking business but what He does is offer a far greater love

to subordinate every other effection dominating our lives.Dear Father come into my heart and flood

me with the mighty Niagara of your love!!!!

Simple, to the point and very inspiring!If you love David Wilkerson's insights, this book is for you!

Great book! It is inspiring to read and conforting to the soul! Answers questions that you don't want

to ask anyone else...you know the secret sins... well there is Victory! NOW READ THE BOOK!
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